
Statement to Children’s Select Committee
On Behalf of Special Schools0.0…

Please note that the special schools were unable to undertake written submissions to the 
committee prior to the deadline. In addition, none of the special school heads are available to 
attend today’s meeting as it is the first day of the new school year.

Given the time available to us today, we will each be making statements in order to address 
some of the major points in the progress report:

1. Para 6 – Conclusion of work
a. The agreed terms of reference for the WASSP steering group included that:

i. The consultant’s report (the Wood report) should be ratified by the steering 
group

ii. Ratification should incorporate a draft plan for the next steps
iii. The finding and plan should be presented to the Corporate Director

b. This agreed procedure was not followed. In contrast the following actions were 
taken

i. The LA produced a confidential position statement setting out their 
preferred way forward

ii. Individual meetings were held with the schools 
iii. The position statement was presented to the Corporate Director
iv. The progress report  for the Select Committee is based on the position 

statement
v. Neither the position statement nor progress report have been agreed by the 

WASSP steering group or the schools
vi. Ratification of the Wood report is still outstanding. 

2. Para 11 – Demand for SEND places
a. The Wood report highlights confusing data regarding the designation of SEND pupils 

within the categories of SEMH/BESD/ASD and recommended an urgent review to 
inform future planning in this area

b. The graph showing declining predicted numbers for SEMH has been taken out of 
context – the preceding graph in the Wood report shows that Wiltshire is out of line 
with the SW region and the rest of the country in this regard and needs 
investigating.

c. Numbers at Downland were low, which follows the pattern of recent years, due to 
the way commissioning is undertaken. However over the summer the school has 
been asked to provide for a cohort of Y6 and Y5 pupils and is now near capacity. 

d. Springfield Academy has a number of pupils with a primary designation of SEMH. 
The education officers recommend that Downland would be more appropriate, also 
releasing capacity for ASD children at Springfield.

3. Para 12 – Local Authorities no longer have access to capital for building work
a. This statement is not consistent with the DfE announcement that “Wiltshire has 

been allocated a total of £801K to help create new school places and improve 



existing facilities for children and young people with SEND (See agenda item 8 
paragraph 15)

b. Whilst some Special Schools have constricted sites most have unused space. No 
analysis of the potential development opportunities within the existing estate, or 
associated costs have been considered Whilst additional capacity is required and the 
potential for a new school proposed in the Wood report, no cost benefit analysis has 
been undertaken nor evaluated against the potential changes and flexibility 
available in the existing schools. The schools suggest that focusing heavily on a free 
school approach  is potentially a high risk strategy given recent Government changes 
to the Free School funding

c. The opportunity to bid for specific funding to secure a special free school in 
Wiltshire arose in Sept 2016; this was missed by the council and as a result Wiltshire 
are not one of the 19 authorities named in the July 2017 bid paper for special free 
schools 

4. Para 14 – Education Outcomes are not as good as they should be for children with SEN
a. This claim is unsubstantiated and strongly refuted by the Special Schools. The 

statement includes all SEN students across the entire county including those in 
mainstream schools.

b. In relation to the SS outcomes this is misleading. With the exception of Springfield 
Academy, who were rated RI at their last inspection and recent section 8 monitoring 
visit, all other Special Schools are rated by Ofsted as Good or Outstanding.



Further to the points raised by the previous speaker I would like to draw your attention to the 
following:

5. Para’s 15/16/17/18/22 – Impact of housing strategy & rebasing leading to an additional 120-
180 SEND places

a. National and regional trends have shown an increasing demand for SEND places for 
a number of years. Whilst Wiltshire’s demand has been “historically low” (para 22), 
the Wood report suggests this is likely to be an “artificial” position due to under 
approval of EHCPs and possibly under diagnosis. 

b. A percentage of new EHC Plans will be as a direct result of the housing strategy and 
rebasing, yet all financial contributions received under the S106 community 
infrastructure levy have been allocated to mainstream provision

6. Para 23 
a. The paper highlights the fact that high needs funding allocated to children being 

educated in mainstream schools is not always being utilised in a way that result in 
maximum impact. This is a long standing issue and little action has been taken to 
address it.

7. Para 24/26/27 – Analysis of current commissioning process
a. Much of the impact on the HNB is the number of children being placed out of county 

or in independent provision. The Wood reports stresses this cannot be quickly 
‘fixed’, and proposes a series of actions needed; but the LA’s proposed direction 
jumps to proposed solutions that alone will not address the commissioning failures.

b. The special schools have proposed a solution based on a formal collaborative 
partnership between mixed community MATs (SSCP). This provides a much more 
robust and immediate solution to the admissions challenges as it incorporates ALL 
special schools and mainstream provision. The DfE has stated in its original response 
to questions about the SSCP proposal “With regards to developing a suitable vehicle 
for MAT to MAT partnership, the Department would be content for new and existing 
MATs and SATs to establish an umbrella charity where its purpose is to facilitate 
collaboration between the trusts.”

c. Admissions challenges have highlighted failures and special schools have requested 
the LA to develop joint admissions processes. This has not received support from the 
Authority.

d. There is available space at the existing special schools which could be developed and 
utilised at a potentially lower cost than new build. Schools have approached the LA 
to do this yet their proposals have been rejected.

e. For a number of years there has been a growing need for additional provision in the 
South of the county, which the Wood report highlights. Why was this not predicted 
by the LA and appropriate actions already taken? 

8. Para 28 – Short term improvements to policy and practice
a. The forward work plan that is due from the Wood report has yet to be discussed by 

WASSPP and the SSs have not yet been informed of any changes in policy or 
practice. The SSs are keen to understand what is to be changed and the impact this 
will have on Wilts CYP with SEND.

9. Para 30 – Change in Rowdeford’s designation from MLD to MLD/SLD or SLD



a. All special schools have indicated that they are more than happy to flex their 
provision. The SSCP model would achieve this in an efficient and effective way. 
Membership of community MATs will allow all special schools to flex their 
designations more successfully, to meet on-going demands.

10. Para 31 – Mechanism for collaboration
a. In January/February this year all the Special schools/ academies submitted a 

detailed proposal to the LA for the development of a formal collaborative 
partnership based on mixed community MATs, called the SSCP.  This was in response 
to a request from the LA for the schools to propose a solution. 

b. The SSCP proposes improvements which can be made quickly, by utilising the 
existing collaboration regulations to form a formal joint committee of the 
schools/academies. Improvements would include improved placement processes, 
increasing and beginning the formalisation of collaboration and sharing of resources 
between schools, increasing flexibility.



Further to the points raised by the previous speakers I would like to draw your attention to the 
following:

11. Para 32/33/34 – Need for new provision and funding
a. The Special Schools agree that some reconfiguration and new provision is required 

but at least 5 of the schools disagree with the LA’s interpretation of the Wood report 
and have written to the LA on this basis.  The collaborative partnership proposed by 
the schools could meet this requirement through the delivery of an integrated 
Specialist provision involving all Special schools and community MAT partners.

b. The paper contends that the most viable route to secure funding is via the Free 
School budget. There is no evidence to support this conclusion, which is further 
diluted by the recent government changes to that budget. There is no guarantee 
that a Free School bid would be successful and Special Schools are concerned that 
the authority has missed the opportunity to be part of the defined special school 
free school wave 

i. Wave 13 is possible but as yet there is no firm date for a further wave and 
any a free school bid will be considered nationally amongst a vast number of 
other bids

ii. The funding for free schools is subject to change as at least 30 would now 
need to be funded via the New Presumption route – ie; LA funded 

iii. In speaking with the RSC there is a concern that by focusing efforts on free 
school bids the LA has no Plan B

c. The need is for places/provision some of which can be accommodated in the short-
medium term by increasing capacity at existing SEN schools, exploring the re-
designation of schools and additional SEN provision within some mainstream schools 
and MATs.

12. Equalities impact 
a. The progress report states that there are no barriers within the LA proposal to 

improving inclusion. The SSs ask the committee to ensure that they question 
whether the LAs approach is the most “inclusive” and offers YP the best 
opportunities and equalities.   

13. Conclusion
a. “Officers will continue to work with the Lead Member and Portfolio Holders to 

develop firm proposals”. WHAT ABOUT THE SPECIAL SCHOOLS? Throughout these 
discussions the Special Schools have felt their voice is being ignored and this 
statement does little to reassure them that their voice, as key stakeholders and 
delivery experts, is being listened to. 

b. Special Schools have already responded to the Authority’s ‘Position Paper’, we have 
also raised our concerns with the Regional Schools Commissioner, who requested a 
meeting with us which we had last week. The letter was copied to Baroness Scott 
and Carolyn Godfrey and we’d be very happy to share it with the committee.

c. Finally I would like to point out that by noting the statement before you today you 
are implicitly condoning the commissioners proposal to continue with their plans. 
We have not been able to respond as fully as we would have liked and so would 



welcome the opportunity to discuss this in more detail with the committee so you 
are in a position to take an informed view of the way forward.


